GAZA STRIP: ACCESS CONSTRAINTS ON HUMANITARIAN AID
27 March 2024

Population
2.3 million
Area
365 km²

Coastal Line Road: A lengthy and overcrowded route designated for the passage of humanitarian aid trucks by the Israeli authorities.

High Risk Areas: Gathering points of people awaiting or taking relief supplies, where civilians and aid workers have been repeatedly placed at risk.

Salah Al Deen Road: An optimal route for the swift and secure passage of humanitarian aid trucks but remains prohibited by the Israeli authorities.

Number of drivers and trucks cleared by Israel to use fence road is insufficient to meet demand, causing delays and fewer aid deliveries than planned.

High Risk Areas mainly due to shooting and shelling
High Risk Areas mainly due to a breakdown in civil order

Prohibited Road for Humanitarian Aid
Accessible Road for Humanitarian Aid
Alternative Road for Humanitarian Aid
Israeli Checkpoints
Currently Closed Crossing
Currently Open for Pre-approved Goods and/or People
Permanently Closed Crossing